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Abstract
Now more than ever has it become important to keep the information confidential in an age that is losing its value of
individual privacy. In this cloud computing era, regardless of the power of the cloud computing concept, many people
do not know that their information can be used and sent to third parties from their cloud storage provider. Today the
use of cloud storage is well established however the security of protecting the data on the cloud is a limited thought
for most users. Therefore, this study aims to experimentally research which encryption program works best when
storing data onto three of the main cloud storage providers currently available on the market. This study will go over
the hardware and network impact as well as the time to encrypt and decrypt the data. This study will determine if
“7zip” or “rclone” encryption programs work best with these three cloud storage. The data will be collected using
NetData tool and accordingly determine which encryption application works best with which cloud storage provider.
Thereafter, based on the data analysis, it is recommended that experimental outcomes to all users to keep their sensitive
data secured and safe from snooping or prevent private information from being collected and sold to third parties with
the help of black market.
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Introduction
In today's world of technology, there has been immense improvement in the mobile technologies like
smartphones, tablets and owing to their popularity due to their affordability and convenience in usage and
the wide range of applications that they offer to accomplish huge tasks in a simpler way. However, these
devices which are based on mobile technology, although provide effortless benefits, have few constraints
in terms of storage space, power source and processing speed, and power [1]. In order to overcome these
constraints, the Cloud technology has been developed which allows the users to access their data on various
devices on various applications from anywhere in the world with the help of the internet. The mobile cloud
computing is built on three essential components such as the mobile device which acts as a medium to use
the cloud technology, the wireless communication channel for providing the mobility, and the cloud
technology which is responsible for accessing data from anywhere in the world [2][3][4]. The cloud storage
cannot use the data as plaintext as the data will be needed to be transferred over a network and if it is
transferred as plaintext, it gives rise to security issues. Hence, Cloud technology has an approach of
employing multiple third-party servers for the data storage instead of using a single dedicated server as
used in traditional data storage networks [3][4][5]. In this, the location of data storage is not known to the
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data owner or the actual data user and it is only the concern of the cloud storage provider, and the provider
alone can secure the data which is not completely trusted by the users. Hence, in order to gain trust and
provide much-enhanced security to the mobile cloud computing technology to overcome these drawbacks,
the data must be encrypted even before storing the data in the cloud [6][7][8]. For the above-mentioned
reasons, it is certain that there is a dire need for a mechanism to promote Data security in cloud computing.
Therefore, encrypted storage for sensitive data is a must [9]. Today, more and more cloud service providers
are entering the market and they advertise scalability and affordability but miss another key component,
upload speeds and CPU demand [10][11]. This may not seem as important, but time is money; especially
for corporations dealing with terabits of data as upload speeds can take days, time that could be spent
analyzing and reporting trends or completing collaborative works and it is very obvious how easy it is to
fill up gigabytes of storage [12][13]. This is even an issue that extends to everyday users with videos and
photos filling up storage rapidly. All this data can be considered sensitive as well and that is why
encryption services are becoming more popular [14]. Therefore, this experimental research project
examines three popular service providers: 1. Pcloud [15], 2. OneDrive [16], and 3. Dropbox [17] with
encryption software to determine what pairing will give users the fastest upload speed and least CPU
usage.
Cloud computing has an enormous influence on all aspects of our lives and businesses. Various scholars
have explored different architectures and implementations in relation to other frameworks, as well as how
different software design approaches can be applied in cloud technology. As a result, the key issue in
preserving our data protection is cloud storage reliability [18][19][20]. We look at security issues for cloud
computing applications that are just getting started. Since Cloud Computing refers to both applications
that provide services over the Internet and infrastructures (i.e., hardware and network software in data
centers) that provide these services, additional security concerns, like variability, confidentiality, honesty
protection, authorization, and so on, should be addressed [21]. In addition, the cloud computing is based
on utility which provides infrastructure services on demand. All a cloud provider's tools, including
infrastructure, network, software, and customer data, must be safe. That cloud service providers use a
proper algorithm to encrypt data in the cloud [22].
Cloud Storage Services, Tools, and Experiments
The following sections go over the overview of the selective services of this study as well as the setup
required to implement the testing environment.
Pcloud
Pcloud is a personal favorite for storing personal and other files. It has a user-friendly interface that clearly
shows where all files are located. Being a free service for the first 10 GB is an attractive feature but by far
the most attractive feature is the creation of a virtual drive. This drive works just like the C: or any USB
drive, where it is manageable from the file explorer. As the Pcloud is available on Windows, Linux, and
Mac, the user will be able to access the data in any environment. Pcloud Drive provides a number of
additional functionalities, such as integrated file sharing and synchronization through the computer. [23].
The setup for Pcloud is simple and is like how Dropbox and OneDrive are setup. Once the installation is
complete then want to sign into the newly created account or an account that may already have. Once
signed into the account the user will be linked to the Pcloud storage and will have completed to the setup
process for Pcloud. To use Pcloud the user will navigate to the Pcloud folder that was created in the
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installation process and then simply add files to the folder to have it synced to the account which can be
accessed from any device that the user sign in to with his/her Pcloud account.
OneDrive
Microsoft’s OneDrive is very popular cloud storage. 1TB of space is included with a subscription or 5GB
for a free plan. OneDrive does what all the other cloud storage services do — it gives a place to put the files
on the Internet. To access it, the user needs to log in to OneDrive with his/her Microsoft account (or,
equivalently, log in to Windows with the Microsoft account) to access the user’s data. If the user logs into
a different Windows 10 computer using the same Microsoft account, the user has access to all user’s
OneDrive data through the web but, surprisingly, not necessarily through File Explorer. In fact, if the user
looks only at Windows File Explorer, he/she might not even know what data is sitting in the OneDrive
storage [24]. OneDrive works well with Microsoft files, automatically saving and recovering files from any
device. OneDrive is quickly becoming one of the top personal cloud storage providers.
The setup for OneDrive, First, go to the OneDrive website and then will create an account with a valid
email. Once an account is created, next the user will then proceed to download and install the OneDrive.
Once installation is complete the user will then have to sign into the newly created account or an account
that may already have. Once signed in the user will be linked to the OneDrive storage and will have
completed the setup process for OneDrive. To use OneDrive, the user will navigate to the OneDrive folder
that was created in the installation process and then simply add files to the folder to have it synced to the
account which can be accessed from any device that the user signs into with his/her OneDrive account.
Dropbox
Probably the most well-known cloud storage provider as it has been around the longest is Dropbox.
Dropbox is a home for all the most valuable files of a particular user. To keep the files safe, Dropbox is
designed with multiple layers of protection, distributed across a scalable, secure infrastructure [25].
Dropbox has good security to keep the information safe. However, it is always a good idea to encrypt the
files since nobody knows if someone can get the user’s login credentials. Also, no one should ever trust
anyone with a user’s information including Dropbox which is why it is important to add extra steps to add
more security for the user with some other security mechanisms. The seamless interface on both mobile
and laptop is superb; other than that, its name is pulling the weight. Controversy has plagued this titan for
years. This is a lack of storage for free subscriptions and only 2GB is the maximum limit to test large
volumes of data.
For setup Dropbox, first, go to the Dropbox website and hereafter will create an account with a valid email.
Once an account is created then proceed to download and install. After the installation is completed sign
into the user’s newly created account or an account that may already have. Once signed in the user will be
linked to the OneDrive storage and will have completed the setup process for Dropbox. To use Dropbox,
make sure to navigate to the Dropbox folder that was created in the installation process and then simply
add files to the folder to have it synced to the account which can be accessed from any device that the user
signs into with his/her Dropbox account.
Encryption with Rclone
Initial setup
After creating and setting up all three of the test cloud storage services, then want to begin to setup the
encryption programs to encrypt the data safely to the cloud. The first encryption program used in this
study is rclone and it is a command-line program to manage files on cloud storage. It is a feature-rich
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alternative to cloud vendors' web storage interfaces. Over 40 cloud storage products support rclone
including S3 object stores, business & consumer file storage services, as well as standard transfer protocols
[26]. Rclone has an encryption option that allows for encryption with EME using AES with 256 bit key
[27][28]. AES 256 is virtually impenetrable using brute-force methods. While a 56-bit DES key can be
cracked in less than a day, AES would take billions of years to break using current computing technology.
Hackers would be foolish to even attempt this type of attack [29][30]. This gives the files powerful
encryption that will keep the online data safe. This means that even if someone was able to gain access to
the cloud data the attacker would not be able to access the data due to it all being encrypted. This powerful
tool allows for high customization and has many other features not covered in this report. Because of the
high potential for this software to be used in multiple environments to meet the needs of most cloud users
in this study to use rclone as one of the encryption tools. The steps for setup will be show setup for DropBox
however process for the other cloud storage is a similar setup so will not be repeated for each individual
cloud storage in the report so use DropBox setup as a reference when doing the setup for OneDrive and
Pcloud. The setup first beings with opening the terminal. Type ‘sudo apt-get install rclone’. After the
installation, the user will need to create buckets for all three cloud services and another 3 buckets for the
encryption of each cloud service. The next steps will create a bucket in Rclone for Dropbox. In the first step
type “rclone config” then click “n” for the new remote and then name the bucket “Dropbox” (Figure 1). A
list will show a variety of options with each number having a different option. For the setup, select “9” and
then select “n” for Edit advanced config. Next select “y” to use auto-config. The web browser will open and
ask to sign in to the specific Dropbox account (Figure 1). After successful login to Dropbox the user will get
a successful user screen (Figure 2). The last step of this part is it will grab the code and then ask if the setup
is ok and respond “y” for “Yes this is OK”. After that the Dropbox setup in rclone, press “q” for quit config
because the setup has finished. For this section make sure the setup follows similarly to figures (1)-(3) and
use these figures for reference if stuck on an aforementioned step.

Figure 1. DropBox Setup_Stage-01
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Figure 2. DropBox Setup_Stage-02

Figure 3. DropBox Setup_Stage-03
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Encryption Setup
The next section will setup the encryption setting for Dropbox. When following these steps please follow
the steps carefully and follow Figures 4 -6 for more information. A mistake made in the next few steps
could result in loss of data and require to start over. Type “rclone listremotes” and should be able to see
the Dropbox and the Dropbox setup is successful. To create the encryption setup, first, start with typing
“rclone config”. Then select “n” for the new remote (Figure 4). A list of numbers with different options will
appear. To make the encryption setup select “10” and then the system prompt to enter a name and it should
contain “:” and name it “Dropbox:Test”. Then a list of 3 options will appear for how to encrypt file names
and click “enter” in this example however if choose to change these settings then select the number that
requires. The next two options will appear to either encrypt directory names or leave them intact. For the
setup choose, not to encrypt directory names in order to keep organization easier when syncing large
amounts of files, select “2” (Figure 4). Now generate 2 sets of passwords. Then enter “g” to generate a
random password. Then set the key size to 64 bits to keep it secure. Even though having a larger bit
password will be more secure but keep in mind that the password will be longer and more complex and
might not be practical for most uses. Therefore, this study chose 64 bits to keep simple but still secure. Next,
click “y” when asked to keep a password and press “y” to generate another password (Figure 5). For the
second password press “g” for generating a random password and select 64 bits. Then enter “y” for yes to
keep the password. After finishing this will get a list showing the setting for out Dropbox:Encrypt and the
output should be similar to the one seen in Figure 6. Click “y” for yes this is OK to complete this entire
setup and have the encryption bucket ready for the encryption sync.

Figure 4. Encryption setting for Dropbox_Stage-01
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Figure 5. Encryption setting for Dropbox_Stage-02

Figure 6. Encryption setting for Dropbox_Stage-03
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After the setup is complete, it will be able to execute the encryption process. For the implementation place
the test file in the root directory under ‘Test’ file. To execute the excerption and have it sync to the cloud
storage it is required to follow the command, ‘rclone sync ~/Test/ DropBoxEncrypt:’. Use the commandline
interface, rclone to sync the ‘Test’ file for encrypting into the Dropbox in this specific case. This is the long
process of the setup for rclone and is considered to be the largest negative aspect of this program because
of the long configuration process. However, once all setup the execution of the program is a simple oneline code into the terminal making the process once all setup extremely easy to use.
P7zip
“p7zip” is a file archiver that handles the 7z format which features very high compression ratios. This p7zip
has a command-line interface similar to rclone, which is mostly used on the Linux OS but some versions
are available for Windows. Installation is faster as the software is smaller in size. The encryption it uses is
the secure slated SHA256 with EME format. As this is the default encryption and the one this study uses
with p7zip. With the newest hardware (CPU and GPU) improvements, it is become possible to decrypt
SHA256 algorithm back. So, it is no longer recommended to use it for password protection or other similar
use cases [31]. SHA256 is well known for its security and is even used in Bitcoin hashing. To install p7zip
simply type into the terminal ‘sudo apt-get install p7zip-full'. Right-click on a file and click on create an
archive and make sure it is a .7z and make sure to click on more options and create a password to encrypt
the compressed file as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. P7zip Setup
Methodology
In the implementation of the test environment, it is required to use the Linux operating system. This study
uses Kali Linux as a Virtual Machine to implement all experiments. To make sure data is consistent it is
created a file the size of 100Mb can be used when encrypting and decrypting throughout all the test cases.
To solve the main problem, it is essential to look at the two most popular cloud storage services and this
research also plan to look at one less common cloud storage service “Pcloud”. To conclude the outcome of
the experimental results this research has created and used the following formula to determine the best
outcome of each scenario.
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T=E+C+N+t
•
•
•
•
•

T = Total ranking points
E = Encryption
C = CPU usage
N = Network usage
t = Time to complete each operation entirely (Format HH:MM:SS)

To determine the points for each factor it is created a number ranking. For Time any results above a 2:20:00
= 0 points. Next any time between 2:00:00 – 2:20:00 = 1 point. Finally, any time under 2:00:00 = 2 points. For
CPU usage this research assigned values such that if the percentage is below 33% = 2 points, between 33%66% = 1 point, and anything above 66% = 0 points. Network usage is determined by adding the total sent
data and received data to assign the points. The total sent and received below 100 = 1 point and anything
above 100 = 0 points. For encryption, it is assigned AES 256 bit key a 2-point value because it is the stronger
of the given two encryptions. In addition for SHA 256 a total of 1 since its encryption will still stop most
low-level attacks.
Results
This section discusses initially, after executing all the experiments as indicated in the figures from 8 to 23
in sections 4.1 through 4.3 the authors obtained the following results for total execution time (t), CPU usage
(C), Network usage (N), and Encryption Strength (E) as shown in Table 1. Thereafter, based on the actual
experimental data, Table 2 shows the calculated rankings for each cloud technology with “rclone” and
“7zip”, according to the pre-defined formula “T = E + C + N + t”. Next, section 4.1 shows the Dropbox
experimental results for both CPU and Network usages with “rclone” and “p7zip”. Thereafter, section 4.2
demonstrates Pcloud experimental results for both CPU and Network usages with “rclone” and “
p7zip”. Finally, section 4.3 presents OneDrive experimental results for both CPU and Network usages with
“rclone” and “p7zip”.
Table 1. Actual Experimental Data

Time (t)
(HH:MM:SS)

CPU usage (C)

Network usage (N)

(max percentage use)

(megabits/s)
(max sent) / (max received)

Dropbox-rclone

2:22.56

34.5

22.2sent / 38.7received

Dropbox-p7zip
Pcloud-rclone

2:11.16
2:26.27

55.2
13.8

18.9sent / 775.7received
22.6sent / 35.6received

Pcloud-p7zip
OneDrive-rclone

1:52.62
2:06.60

62.0
52.8

19.1sent / 789.1 received
24.0sent / 36.6 received

OneDrive-p7zip

1:53.09

74.5

23.1sent / 35.7 received

Encryption
Strength (E)
AES with 256 bit
key
SHA256
AES with 256 bit
key
SHA256
AES with 256 bit
key
SHA256
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Table 2. Calculated Ranking with formula T = E + C + N + t

Dropbox-rclone
Dropbox-p7zip
Pcloud-rclone
Pcloud-p7zip
OneDrive-rclone
OneDrive-p7zip

Time
(t)
0
1
0
2
1
1

CPU usage
(C)
1
1
2
1
1
0

Network usage
(N)
1
0
1
0
1
1

Encryption Strength
(E)
2
1
2
1
2
1

Total Points
(T)
4
3
5
4
5
4

Dropbox Results
This section shows the Dropbox experimental results for both CPU and Network usages with “rclone” and
“p7zip”. The following Figure 8 shows the maximum CPU usage of Dropbox with rclone is 34.5 as a
percentage while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting throughout the test case, in the
real experimental environment.

Figure 8. Dropbox rclone CPU usage
In the real experimental environment, Figure 9 shows the maximum network usage of Dropbox with rclone
when sending data as 22.2 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting
throughout the test case.
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Figure 9. Dropbox rclone network usage when sending data
In the real experimental environment, Figure 10 shows the maximum network usage of Dropbox with
rclone when receiving data as 38.7 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and
decrypting throughout the test case.

Figure 10. Dropbox rclone network usage when receiving data
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The following Figure 11 shows the maximum CPU usage of Dropbox with p7zip is 55.2 as a percentage
while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting throughout the test case, in the real
experimental environment.

Figure 11. Dropbox p7zip CPU usage
In the real experimental environment, Figure 12 shows the maximum network usage of Dropbox with
p7zip when sending data as 18.9 (megabits/s) as shown in red color and when receiving data as 775.7
(megabits/s) as shown in green color while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting
throughout the test case.

Figure 12. Dropbox p7zip network usage when sending and receiving data
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Pcloud Results
This section demonstrates Pcloud experimental results for both CPU and Network usages with “rclone”
and “p7zip”. The following Figure 13 shows the maximum CPU usage of Pcloud with rclone is 13.8 as a
percentage while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting throughout the test case, in the
real experimental environment.

Figure 13. Pcloud rclone CPU usage
In the real experimental environment, Figure 14 shows the maximum network usage of Pcloud with rclone
when sending data as 22.6 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting
throughout the test case.

Figure 14. Pcloud rclone network usage when sending data
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In the real experimental environment, Figure 15 shows the maximum network usage of Dropbox with
rclone when receiving data as 35.6 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and
decrypting throughout the test case.

Figure 15. Pcloud rclone network usage when receiving data
The following Figure 16 shows the maximum CPU usage of Pcloud with p7zip is 62.0 as a percentage while
100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting throughout the test case, in the real experimental
environment.

Figure 16. Pcloud p7zip CPU usage
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In the real experimental environment, Figure 17 shows the maximum network usage of Pcloud with p7zip
when sending data as 19.1 (megabits/s) as shown in red color and when receiving data as 789.1 (megabits/s)
as shown in green color while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting throughout the test
case.

Figure 17. Pcloud p7zip network usage when sending and receiving data
OneDrive Results
This section demonstrates OneDrive experimental results for both CPU and Network usages with “rclone
” and “p7zip”. The following Figure 18 shows the maximum CPU usage of OneDrive with rclone is 52.8
as a percentage while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting throughout the test case, in
the real experimental environment.

Figure 18. OneDrive rclone CPU usage
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In the real experimental environment, Figure 19 shows the maximum network usage of OneDrive with
rclone when sending data as 24.0 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and
decrypting throughout the test case.

Figure 19. OneDrive rclone network usage when sending data
In the real experimental environment, Figure 20 shows the maximum network usage of OneDrive with
rclone when receiving data as 36.6 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and
decrypting throughout the test case.

Figure 20. OneDrive rclone network usage when receiving data
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The following Figure 21 shows the maximum CPU usage of OneDrive with p7zip is 74.5 as a percentage
while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and decrypting throughout the test case, in the real
experimental environment.

Figure 21. OneDrive p7zip CPU usage
In the real experimental environment, Figure 22 shows the maximum network usage of OneDrive with
p7zip when sending data as 23.1 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and
decrypting throughout the test case.

Figure 22. OneDrive p7zip network usage when sending data
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In the real experimental environment, Figure 23 shows the maximum network usage of OneDrive with
p7zip when receiving data as 35.7 (megabits/s) while 100Mb data file is used when encrypting and
decrypting throughout the test case.

Figure 23. OneDrive p7zip network usage when receiving data
Conclusion
After executing all the experiments, according to the aforementioned Table 1 and Table 2 it can be clearly
seen that Pcloud rclone and OneDrive rclone both tie in with total points while Dropbox rclone total point
is less by 1 point compared to other two services. In addition, the story is the same with p7zip for all their
cloud services. Based on the results, in this study, we found that Pcloud was more convenient to work with
because there is a Pcloud sync folder that could quickly view from. OneDrive and Dropbox had the one
disadvantage of not having a sync folder option available for Linux operating systems. For this factor
authors are giving the tie to Pcloud rclone setup. In addition, it is also found that this setup was the most
secure and less demanding scenario that allows for users to safely encrypt their data onto the cloud without
having to worry about anyone viewing their sensitive information. In this experimentation we also found
that p7zip was extremely easy to work with however the demand on network and the limitations of its
encryption limited it results compared with OneDrive and Dropbox. To use any of these scenarios will be
more than good enough for any average user who uses a cloud storage service, however if the need was to
come when the information needed to stay secure from viewing eyes that one scenario is best for this task.
Final conclusion has come with the clear recommendation that if someone is a cloud storage user and wish
to keep his/her information secure online that user use Pcloud with rclone to keep the information safe and
secure from any unwanted eyes.
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